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Humans are three-dimensional, body-soul-spirit entities, but nevertheless unitary, indivisible
persons. Animal behavior includes deterministic and random constituents. It may be modeled in
terms of information systems, containing regulatory loops. Goal settings for these may be fixed, as
in "lower" animals, or governed by internal adaptive supervisory systems freely selecting from
alternative routines, as in conscious "higher" or "soulish" animals. A meta-supervisor in humans
provides self-consciousness, free will, conscience and spiritual behavior. As with space, each
further dimension includes the previous one, but cannot emerge from it or be reduced to it.
In the natural origin of each human individual, God providentially works through deterministic
events, random ones such as mutations and neural modifications, as well as the option of selecting the outcome of some of these. This hidden feeding-in of formative information would represent
the fundamental novelty implied by God "creating" the individual.

1. Epistemology for scientific and theological realities
Our world, including human nature, can be studied by both science and theology. Although the
kinds of data are different, plausible interpretations, concordant with reality, will harmonize. As
human nature is God's creation, its essence is closely connected with its origin in God's action.
Interestingly, parallels between facets of God's activity and dimensions of human nature can be
detected in hints from scripture and science.
What is the essence of human nature? Can we know it? And can we know how God made humans
collectively and is making humans individually? What does it mean to be human? Human nature has
different aspects or dimensions, like body, soul, and spirit. Science provides biological and some psychological descriptions, and the Bible's definition of humanness is spiritual - "created in the image of
God".2
Is it possible to combine these aspects into an integrated, harmonious picture? Or would this be an
unreasonable, futile quest? After all, by definition, science is incapable of dealing with spiritual realities
revealed in the Bible, and the purpose of the biblical revelation is not scientific information. Perhaps inserting "God did it" into gaps of scientific knowledge might risk positing a "god-of-the-gaps", whose relevance diminishes with increasing scientific knowledge. But more seriously, one would risk suggesting
that God is not working through natural, scientifically knowable processes, as well.
But as God is the Creator or Author of both the natural (or visible) and the spiritual (or invisible)
realms, it is indeed reasonable to look at reality from both a scientific and a theological perspective, expecting to find an integrated, harmonious, or complementary picture. Implicit in this endeavor is the assumption that God works through all processes, whether knowable or not, whether natural or supernatural. Of course, this does not make God responsible for moral evil. Where he allows personal creatures like humans to freely decide on their own about some action, they are given a corresponding responsibility.
In trying to find such a harmonization of scientific and theological aspects of human nature, we must
be careful to distinguish the data from their interpretation. For the theological aspect, the biblical texts in
their original form present the only relevant, primary data. For the scientific aspect, it is observations and
measurements reported in the primary literature. Spiritual realities are eternal given facts, but their
theological interpretation, as a human endeavor, is error-prone. Natural realities are given facts of
creation, but science which investigates and interprets them develops, changes and is influenced by
many human deficiencies. This implies that any integral model can never be final, but has to be reviewed, discussed and corrected as new data or insights become available.
Would such a model be nothing but a complementary set of two separate, fully independent descriptions?3 Ideally, science has to produce identical results, independently of the different world-views
or religious commitments of investigators, so that peer review, confirmations and refutations are possible on the basis of generally accessible data. This implies that science must use methodological natu∗
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ralism, respecting as off-limits any metaphysical contents, whether they be Christian, atheist, or whatever.
On the basis of its epistemological and ethical commitments, the Christian faith certainly provided an
excellent starting position and environment for doing creative and productive science - which is why
modern science originated and grew in Europe after the Reformation, when biblical thinking was emphasized instead of the former appeals to authorities.4 Nevertheless, when doing science, Christian researchers will not try to introduce biblical revelation - even where there are no reasons for questioning
its reliability -, but will build on data accessible and acceptable to everyone.
At first sight, such methodological naturalism is just as applicable to entities mentioned in the Bible.
The Bible does not restrict itself to theology, but reports and mentions anything relevant to God's salvation history. This includes aspects of the creation, human nature, medicine, history, sociology, politics,
ethics, etc. Of course, such biblical statements may be data for science, even if merely taken as records
of human opinions, on a par with extra-biblical data.
But there is a catch when fields like Bible exegesis, philosophy, metaphysics, and in particular - in the
present context - human specifics are concerned. In these realms, pure methodological naturalism might
miss important data, because these areas are inseparably linked with theological aspects.
Theology must take seriously even those biblical statements or passing remarks which seem to lack
theological relevance. Although the primary focus in the Bible is always a theological one, apparently
non-theological details may not simply be disregarded as nothing but ancient opinions, because the
theological core is qualified by its environment. It just may be that, in a given context, God wanted to
commit to writing some theological aspects indissolubly bound up with "natural" data.5 The outstanding
example for this is the historicity and bodily nature of the resurrection of Jesus. Belief in an ultimately
divine authorship of the entire text of the biblical originals must be the guiding hermeneutic, if the theological core is not to be compromised or even lost.
As a consequence - if there is divine inspiration at all -, one is often forced to think about harmonizing
biblical statements with other data. Any neat compartmentalization would be inadequate or even
misleading. In this sense, I shall use data from nature and from the Bible, taking into consideration their
respective characters, intents or weights in dealing with the question of the nature of humans and their
creation. It would be inappropriate to consider human nature in a scientific context alone, because it is
defined by God's having created humans "in his image".
In referring to biblical texts, the term "to create" shall here be restricted to translating the Hebrew
bara' (or the Greek ktizo), which implies God creating something fundamentally new out of nothing. On
the other hand, God (or humans) may "make" (Hebrew ^asah) something using a precursor object.6 God
may use both modes of operation on a creature. He may "create" something, e.g. the universe, and then
"develop" it further by "making" galaxies, stars and other things in it, using "natural" processes made
possible by what he created in the beginning. Or he may "make" (or develop) a preexisting entity and, at
a certain point in time, "create" in it a novel dimension not derivable from anything previously available. I
believe that this is what has happened in God's creating humanity in his own image.7
Scripture teaches that God not only created humanity, but also that he creates each human individual.8 What does this mean? I believe that this similarly indicates some combination of natural and supernatural processes.

2. Dimensionality of living organisms
The human species is apparently the result of a long process of evolution. This process is
punctuated by some discontinuities which science finds hard to deal with, such as the origins of
life, of sentience, and of self-consciousness. If the stages delimited by these punctuations are
taken to be different dimensions, the Bible has some surprising help to offer. This is not to say that
"the Bible teaches modern science", but that biblical texts may allow for an interpretation which
harmonizes with aspects of reality of which its human authors may have been unaware - as was
the case with various prophecies.
Even on the simple level of space-time, different dimensions are clearly distinct, yet intimately interconnected in the total reality. Each of these dimensions transcends and pervades the ones previously
considered. I propose to view the mystery of human nature and of its relationship to God's creative acDimensions of the Human Being and of Divine Action
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tivity in terms of different dimensions: body, soul, and spirit - somehow analogous to the dimensions of
space-time. These human "dimensions" are embedded in space-time but transcend it. Similarly, the soul
is embedded in the body but transcends it, and the spirit is embedded in the soul but transcends it.
Four-dimensional space-time is first augmented by the dimension of biological semantic information,9
generating biological life - the body. Starting with such "lower" life, the sentient, psychological, or
"soulish" dimension produces higher animals (or "living souls"10). These include hominids up to Homo
11
sapiens. But when in this hominid God's image was created, the new spiritual dimension made Homo
sapiens truly human in the biblical sense. To be precise, we are not sure at what stage of hominid
evolution this happened.
Being created in God's image applies to all humans. But a further dimension - a fourth human dimension beyond body, soul, and spirit - is eternal life, given to believers at conversion. Those humans
12
who receive this eternal or spiritual life by faith become children of God.
On a scientific level, these dimensional augmentations are not explained. They are usually believed
13
to represent, at most, higher levels of complexity gradually emerging, rather than new dimensions. The
origin of life remains a complete mystery, and so are the origins of the psychological and spiritual
realities. The psychological realm is usually treated as a property of neural activities in the brain. Anything called "spiritual" is equated with psychological aspects, without distinguishing between what I labeled as the second, third and fourth human dimensions. I base their distinction on biblical indications,
and they conform to experience. New dimensionalities for the origins of higher animals and of humans
are compatible with the use of the term "create" in Genesis 1:21 and 27.14
All living organisms descended from one or a few original simple living systems by the darwinian
process of random mutations and natural selection - a view fully compatible with biblical theology if God
is seen as "making" (or evolving) all species fully or partially through natural processes.15
The strongest evidence for common descent of different species consists of shared errors, like certain mobile genetic elements inserted at exactly corresponding positions in their DNAs. If such an element was inactivated before the speciation event leading to the species compared, the homology cannot
be attributed to identical needs of the two species, but can only testify to their common descent. The
same argument applies to other errors like deletions, mutations to stop codons, and frameshifts.16 Many
such homologies have recently been found between humans and apes.17
Thus, as a consequence of the extensive genome sequencing efforts of the last few years, the "fact
of evolution", which has been touted for almost 150 years without stringent support, has now at last become virtually incontrovertible. Yet, in two respects, it is still unknown whether the known mechanisms of
evolution are adequate.
First, the origin of life is very far from being formulated in a plausible model. It is premature to call life
an "emergent property" of chemical systems. I do expect living systems to have a corresponding
18
chemical description. But whether and how chemistry can "cause" life is still pure speculation.
And second, the evolutionary emergence of novel functions is still a mystery. Once self-replicating
systems with heritable genomes exist, it is conceivable that new functional sequences emerge by darwinian mechanisms. But natural selection presupposes a minimal functionality as a selectable substrate.
How can novel molecular sequences of minimal functionality originate spontaneously out of ones completely lacking the function under consideration? Are they accessible through mutational random walks
in the huge sequence space?19 Theoretically, a sufficient density and contiguity, in sequence space, of
every functional specificity required might solve the problem. But whether this situation really applies is
unknown and, according to presently available data, questionable.20
In this paper, I am not going to deal with these two problems. Instead, I shall now try to characterize
the two mysterious transitions of biological organisms which I attribute to new dimensions: the one from
lower life to "higher" animals21 called "living souls", and the other from these to biblically genuine humans created in the "image of God". Scientific data to be considered are an organism's behavior and
the structures on which it may be based.

3. Control of behavior
Dimensionality in the nature of organisms may be modeled in a framework of information or
control systems. But reductionism is neither implied nor logically required. A higher dimension is
Dimensions of the Human Being and of Divine Action
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not uniquely determined by a lower-dimensional configuration, but it allows an additional freedom,
in which novel behavior becomes possible.
What is the "soul" or psychological dimension? Is it just an "emergent property" of the nervous system evolving and growing sufficiently complex? The simplest central nervous systems apparently are
restricted to providing an information flow from sense organs to organs for movement. Let's look at the
logic of such behavioral mechanisms - whatever their way of implementation - beginning with lower, not
yet "soulish" organisms.
Even bacteria display nontrivial behavioral responses to their environment, like swimming toward
higher nutrient concentrations. The simplest case of behavioral response may be modeled in terms of
an information or control system containing a negative feedback loop. This model has been argued in
detail by Donald M. MacKay.22 It consists of four logical elements:
(1) receptor(s) - sensing external conditions;
(2) comparator - detecting a mismatch between the receptor's indication and a preset goal;
(3) organizer - activating the effector according to the comparator's decision;
(4) effector(s) - producing the behavior needed.
The first and fourth elements, interfacing with the environment, may be multi-channel devices.
A man-made example of such a control system is the one used for temperature control in refrigerators. The nervous system of multicellular animals may contain many such loops. An organism's behavioral complexity is correlated with that of its central nervous system. In each regulatory loop, the comparator reacts in accordance with it's goal setting. In lower animals and in some systems in higher animals, the behavioral goals of such loops are genetically fixed. The goal is set from outside the loop, as
with a refrigerator whose "goal" temperature is set by turning a knob.
In such loops, the organizers operate automatically. At this level, consciousness is not required, even
if such lower regulatory systems reside in conscious beings. The pupil of our eye adjusts automatically
to the amount of incident light.
Other regulatory information systems are under conscious control. Some behavior in higher animals
is not genetically fixed, and therefore more complex, requiring two additional logical elements, again
according to MacKay:23
(5) feedforward system - forwarding the receptor's sensory input directly to the organizer;
(6) supervisor - guiding the system adaptively, adjusting the goal and the organizer's behavior.
For flexibly adapting to a variable environment, a simple on-off decision of a comparator is insufficient. An additional (possibly multi-channel) feedforward system provides the organizer with direct
"knowledge" of the details of the sensory input. And a supervisor may, from the inside, adjust both the
goal for the comparator's initiating a reaction and the organizer's subsequent behavior. In this case, the
organizer contains selectable subroutines for different actions. Which one is chosen, under given circumstances, depends on the supervisor's decision.
Of course, such an information system containing these six elements could also be modeled in a
computer. But in this case the supervisor's selection options, together with their conditions for activation,
would have to be pre-specified - again corresponding to a genetically fixed system. A robot or a
computer will never be conscious, although it is perfectly capable of modeling even complex information
systems. Apparently, a robotic system would not be flexible enough for the behavior needed by higher
animals, and so reducibility of psychology to the body is not proven.
We get the impression that higher animals, like we, have a certain freedom of choice. Apparently,
emotions sensibly dealing with hunger, fear, sexual drive, etc. imply some consciousness. The resolution of conflicts between impulses like hunger and fear would, in some situations, require adaptability
and a choice. Through their internal supervisor, animals might choose different behavioral subroutines
under different environmental conditions, with sufficient leeway to allow for learning or even sometimes
arbitrary decisions.
These psychological functions could be called "soul". The animals created in Gen.1:20 are described
in a way that suggests "higher" life forms.24 They are called "living souls". They are souls, not bodies
having a soul. This corresponds to contemporary trends in both neuropsychology and theology which
usually reject a dualism separating body and soul. There is a difference between a dualism (or "trialism"), sometimes postulated in theological discourse to make room for soul and/or spirit, and the differDimensions of the Human Being and of Divine Action
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ent dimensions I suggest. Body and soul considered dualistically are different interacting entities, but
different dimensions are aspects of the same unitary entities.
Some psychological functions have been localized to certain brain regions. Apparently, brain states
correspond to psychological states. The soul is embodied in the brain. That does not mean it is caused
by it. Calling the soul an "emergent property" of the brain, reducible to brain activity, begs the question.
Humans have self-consciousness, in addition, as distinct from purely emotional or sentient con25
sciousness. Self-consciousness is impossible to ascertain in animals, even apes. Our psychological
regulatory system, containing instances of circuits consisting of the six logical elements mentioned,
seems to be embedded in a still higher, spiritual one, defined by the "image of God". If it could be modeled like the lower informational systems discussed, it would need at least one additional logical ele26
ment, (7) a meta-supervisor. The image of God provides us with personality, expliciteness, conscience, freedom of choice and responsibility, spiritual goals and behavior, and the possibility of dialog
with God. Symbolic language and abstract reasoning probably also belong to this human-specific set of
faculties.
To summarize, the behavioral repertory of lower animals consists of genetically programmed execution of pre-specified reactions - biological functions. That of higher animals includes instinctive, emotional selection between different actions - psychological functions. That of humans allows, in addition,
self-conscious, free, responsible decisions based on conscience - spiritual functions.
According to this model, the human being is three-dimensional, body-soul-spirit,27 but still a unitary,
indivisible person. Spiritual functions have psychological correlates, and these have correlates in biochemical structures, configurations, and activities in the brain. But no reductionism of spirit to soul and
soul to body is implied. Such reductionism fails to provide sufficient causes for the effects observed. And
it contradicts our personal experience of being self-conscious, responsible, free agents.28 A simple
analogy for this non-reducibility may be the fact that we communicate non-material ideas, yet their
transmission uses physical substrates, such as paper and ink, sound or light waves. Clearly, ideas are
not products of storage or transmission media.

4. Creation of dimensions and of individuals
God uses diverse modes of creation. I am not setting these modes in parallel to the different
dimensions found in created entities. All of God's modes may be applied to all of the created dimensions. The two sets are "orthogonal", the Creator transcending all aspects of creation. All that
is required by my model is that the dimensionality of any of God's modes of action transcends the
dimensionality of the entity created or operated on.
In Genesis 1, the verb "to create" is used three times: for the universe, higher animals, and humanity. This may be correlated to the physical, the sentient (or psychological), and the spiritual dimensions.
In each case, something fundamentally new originated, that didn't exist before.
29

Between these special events, and persisting through the second and third of these, there was a
continuous history of development. Of course, this natural development or evolution is just as much
God's doing as the special creative acts explicitely declared as such. These other events or processes in
Genesis 1 are described by terms such as "God made" or "the earth brought forth", indicating God's mediate action, using materials, objects, and processes already in existence. For such mediate divine action, theology uses the term "providence", while science considers these processes to be "natural" or
"law-like". God's commands "let there be ..." do not, by themselves, imply instant creation out of nothing.
They do not indicate by what mode or mechanism the entities were to be produced. They are just
declarations of what he wanted to happen.30
But creation by God is not restricted to these dimensional origins. Each human individual, as well, is
created, as Isaiah 43:7 indicates: "... every one who is called by my name, whom I created for my glory,
whom I formed and made." Each person grows out of a natural conception. In this developmental process, God is creating (bara', as in Gen.1:27), forming (jatzar, as in Jer.1:5; Gen.2:7) and making (^asah,
as in Gen.1:26). But in what sense does he create, if the process is natural? A natural process is determined by natural law, with some stochastic variation. Do some aspects of an individual's origin leave
open the possibility that supernatural, but scientifically undetectable events might be involved?
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The parameter space involved, in which the formational processes of individual conception and development occur, is transastronomically huge: only about 270 binary selections among alternatives suffice to produce a transastronomical number of different combinations.31 That such high multiplicity of
possibilities applies to development is indicated by the many biochemical events which result in random
outcomes, in scientific parlance. Mutations, selection of genes inherited from mother or father, genetic
recombinations, details of the spatial configuration of the neural network and synapse formation are
largely random. The particular outcome of each of these events is presumably the consequence of
some elementary or quantum event or events bifurcating (or multifurcating) between almost equally
probable possibilities. As quantum events are not deterministic, the final biological results of these developmental processes cannot be predicted. Science can only treat them as genuinely random.
Therefore the Creator's activity may reasonably be modeled as guiding natural development in the
physical, sentient, and spiritual realms, using many hidden supernatural selections among equally possible elementary events.32 I am not claiming that this must necessarily be the case, just that it is a logical
possibility of God guiding the process in detail, without science being able to detect such "interference".
The term "create" implies the origin of a novel person - defined by such selections. Such an understanding of God creating a novel entity or reality by performing quantum selections may be generally
applicable to any aspect of formative natural processes, e.g. in evolution.
If God would refrain from affecting the formation of an individual, the various biblical indications33
pointing to a divine action leading to specific human individuals' constitutions would be incomprehensible. I take my notion of God using such hidden options as being supported scientifically by the transastronomical probability spaces of elementary events, most of which would produce system failure, and
34
theologically by the explicit biblical indications of God's being active in the whole process.
The term "spiritual" may refer to either the human spirit or God's Spirit. This may cause some ambiguities, which I try to clarify by the following suggestion. God's image has been given to all humans.
That makes them spiritual in the sense of the human spirit, namely real humans, or persons responsible
to God for their decisions. But only some accept God's offer of salvation, receiving the new, eternal life a fourth dimension, beyond body, soul, and (human) spirit. Those trusting in God's promises are saved
by Christ, becoming spiritual in the sense of God's Spirit, by being born again - a new creation.35 By the
way, this applies to Old Testament believers like Abraham, as well.36 Maybe Isaiah 43:7 also
distinguishes the gifts of the human spirit ("whom I created for my glory") and of God's Spirit to a human
becoming a child of God ("who is called by my name").
Thus, God operates directly ("creating") and indirectly ("making") throughout all of creation, not only
initially, but continuously. He operates through natural processes. We recognize these as non-unique,
repeatable events. We speak of God's providence. But he also operates in unique events. There he
applies creative choices. We speak of his creative activity. Both modes pervade all of reality, from the
cosmos through macro events to elementary quantum events.
The unique, non-repeatable mode of creative choices applies to the origin of the cosmos, the selection of natural laws, fundamental parameters and cosmological fine-tuning, to miracles (or signs) in the
macro realm, and - as I am suggesting here - to the selection of some, probably many, quantum events.
The repeatable, providential mode of natural processes applies to the continued existence of the
cosmos, natural laws and fundamental parameters, their regularity, deterministic macro events and
stochasticity, as well as truly random (unselected) quantum events.
Of course, science cannot distinguish between unique and normal quantum events - for science, all
are random. And it must be mute about all other unique events as non-repeatable. Persisting consequences of unique events, of course, remain subject to scientific investigation - such as those of the big
bang and other "historical" events.

5. Randomness and its implications
If God occasionally uses selection of specific outcomes in quantum and other random events,
in order to guide natural processes in a desired direction, such interventions remain hidden from
scientific investigation. Therefore all occurrences of randomness mark areas where God's hidden
options are possible, e.g. in the evolution of novel biological functionalities and in the constitution
of human individuals.
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It is essential to understand what randomness - in a scientific sense - implies. In everyday parlance,
"random" and "chance" are often taken to exclude meaning, purpose, design, or even human and divine
freedom of choice. In science, "randomness" has a restricted but specific meaning. In some contexts,
science is, in principle or practice, incapable of predicting the specific outcomes of individual events.
There, it considers an entire set of them as a whole, dealing with this set by means of stochastic
mathematical methods. In this paper, I am using "randomness" in the scientific sense exclusively.
Even deterministic processes may produce a huge number of different possible outcomes, as seen in
deterministic chaos.37 Chaos is possible when there are nonlinear processes, e.g. growth processes,
which of course are ubiquitous in biology. To this, we have to add the effects of quantum uncertainties
and other stochastic processes. Thus, the number of possible outcomes is often infinite, for all practical
purposes. This means that we find random processes and randomness everywhere in creation.
And wherever there is randomness, science cannot distinguish between truly random events, providentially decreed as such by God, and specific events, selected by his creative choices.38 Of course,
God's creative options include both the decision about whether to direct a given quantum event (or leave
39
it genuinely random) and the decision about its result. God's hidden options are limitless.
In particular, randomness, with possible divine guidance, also applies to biological systems. Randomness is found in the evolution of a species, as well as in the development (and the personal history)
of each individual.
For instance, there are aspects of randomness in brain structure.40 Neurons and their dendrites grow
during development into configurations which apparently are partly random. Then, in adults, the configuration may remain largely fixed. It belongs to the constitution of the individual. But the dendrites
sprout spines, which form synapses, connecting to other neurons. The spines grow and disappear
throughout life on various time scales.41 There may be randomness in synapse formation, but selection
in their maintenance, by reinforcement of the circuits actually used. The stable synapses may reflect
learning, memory, decisions, etc. There are about 1010 dendrites with a total of about 1014 spines in a
human brain, resulting in a transastronomical number of possible configurations.
Although this fine-structural architecture looks largely random to scientific investigation, much of it
may be the result of hidden divine creative choices - as well as free-will decisions of the individual.
Randomness is also found in evolutionary processes, driven by natural selection of random mutations. Some proteins, which are essential for the survival of the organism, change very little during the
course of evolution. Others change more rapidly, even virtually at random, in some portions which contribute little to their functions (neutral evolution). In spite of the relative constancy of conservative protein
sequences, they usually differ in different species. Substitutions in conservative proteins start out as
random mutations, but are expected to have consequences for the species fixing them. Thus, even in
the most slowly evolving molecules, whose sequences are severely constrained by functional requirements, randomness plays an important role.
With slowly evolving proteins, phylogenies spanning hundreds of millions of years of evolution can be
computed. In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for phylogenetic analysis, sequences are
sometimes concatenated. In one example, a phylogeny of 45 species of all three domains of life was
derived from the alignment of 23 concatenated conservative proteins with a total of 6600 amino acids.42
The path from the universal root to humans involved 1900 consecutive amino acid substitutions, or 1 in
every 3-4 amino acids (this is a minimum estimate, as there may have been reversals). For the shortlived prokaryotes, such as bacteria, there were even many more amino acid changes, e.g. 4414 in the
case of Haemophilus influenzae.
Yet, each consecutive substitution was the result of one of a transastronomical number of randomly
possible mutations, since there are 20 possible amino acids at each of the 6600 positions. And each of
the adaptive mutants had to be selected and fixed in the population, which does not occur immediately.
With ribonucleic acids (RNA), the situation is similar. For an RNA phylogenetic tree, one investigation
aligned 1574 nucleotides of the extremely conservative small subunit ribosomal RNAs of each of more
than 2500 eukaryotic species.43 The human line has accumulated 389 substitutions since the eukaryotic
ancestor, or 1 in every 4 nucleotides, at least. For nucleotides, there are fewer mutational choices than
for amino acids, as there are only 4 different nucleotides, but still the total number of possible
combinations is transastronomical, and each mutation is random before selection sets in.
Dimensions of the Human Being and of Divine Action
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How frequent are adaptive mutations which get fixed in a species? Are 3.8 billion years enough to
allow for 100 or more sequential adaptive mutations in a highly conservative protein? Is it reasonable to
assume that a sufficiently large part of all random mutations produce something useful for the organism? How does the evolutionary process work at the level of individual mutations?

6. The mechanism of evolution
The highly random character of the basic evolutionary mechanism makes spontaneous, unguided evolution very slow and inefficient. On the other hand, the biosphere is extremely complex
and efficient. This suggests some divine guidance of quantum and other random events. Conversely, the possibility of God applying an extensive but hidden creative influence underlines the
providential importance of the highly random structure of natural systems and processes.
To investigate molecular evolution in a particular bacterial enzyme, DNA polymerase I of Thermus
aquaticus, its highly conserved active site, containing 8 amino acids, and 5 adjacent positions were
45
extensively mutagenized and then assayed in vitro. All adjacent and half of the active site positions
produced various mutants retaining some activity, even wildtype level. But among the naturally occurring
DNA polymerases I, 80% have the standard active site. In 7 of 34 prokaryotes, 6 natural variants were
found (of 17 billion possible substitutions), yet all but one of them were different from any of the artificial
ones.
This implies that in nature, selection weeds out even most of those mutants that would be active in
vitro. We don't know if any of them are truly synonymous with some wildtype actually found, i.e. equally
useful in the organismal and environmental context. In any case, only a very small fraction of the functional mutants are in fact found in real organisms. Why is this so? Apparently, real ecosystems in nature
are much more restrictive than feasible laboratory experiments, making natural evolution correspondingly more difficult.
A single mutational step seems to be a rather simple event. In fact, this is not the case. J. Felsenstein
did some calculations of microevolutionary dynamics on the basis of what he considered the most
probable estimates for the relevant parameters.46 The huge majority of new mutations are deleterious.
Even most of the slightly beneficial ones are lost to genetic drift, especially in large populations. Very
few of the adaptive ones may go to fixation in the population. As a result, the substitution rate is an extremely small fraction of the mutation rate, probably less than 1 in 10 million. It is virtually independent of
the mutant's fitness, as fitter mutants occur much less frequently. In fact, the vast majority of successfully fixed mutants have a very small selection coefficient, yielding at best a minute improvement.
Thus, the darwinian mechanism of random mutation and natural selection is extremely inefficient and
slow, even for just improving already existing functionalities. In accordance with this estimate, most of
the new genes are apparently derived from pre-existing ones by means of minor modifications or
domain shuffling by genetic recombination. It is still very much an open question how really novel domains and functionalities arise.47 Does this require some guidance - by divine hidden options?

7. Biological information - emerging or designed?
The Creator has an infinity of options for ways of influencing and guiding the natural processes
of species evolution and individual development, without science being able to detect any of it.
This might solve the problem of the origin of novel biological functionality and of meaningful personal individuality. As such divine influence need not be absolute, but the right dose may be given
according to God's design in each case, human free will and theodicy (the question of God's
justice) need not be problematic, either. Any creaturely freedom translates into a corresponding
responsibility.
Random mutations and natural selection may suffice for bringing about some improvements of already existing functions. Yet, each of these mutation-selection steps provides for at most one bit of information - in the form of a yes/no answer - being transferred from the environment to the species in
which the mutation is eventually fixed. This mechanism may be too slow for producing novel functions by
random walks within the times indicated by the fossil record, not to speak of generating entire viable
organisms in the first place.
Long paths of sequential random events characterize both phylogenetic evolution and ontogenetic
development. These paths comprise many bifurcations between alternatives of virtually equal probabiliDimensions of the Human Being and of Divine Action
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ties. These may be points of divine selection, hidden from possible scientific investigation, but of momentous significance for the species or individual involved. This may occur even in normal, "simple"
evolutionary improvements of function. Without overriding any natural process, God may guide in detail
the evolutionary paths of species, as well as the development of the bodily, psychological, and spiritual
constitution of every individual. Each selection represents some hidden feeding-in of formative informa48
tion into the system.
For each adaptive mutation successfully fixed, there are, in principle, two possibilities. In the first case
- the only one accessible to science -, the mutation is truly random (God's providence at the quantum
level), the probability of selection is extremely low, the time to fixation extremely long, successful fixation
very improbable, and the increase of information is due entirely to selection by the environment. In the
other case, the particular mutation is determined by God's selective choice (quantum event guided by
God), selection and fixation occur according to God's predetermined schedule (maybe through other
guided quantum events), success is certain, and God's guidance is the source of the information
increase. In both cases, scientists rightly see such events as random. In principle, the first case is
repeatable and could be shown to be randomly dispersed. The second case is unique, and so its
repeatability cannot be investigated. On the other hand, both cases are the outcome of God's design,
either providential or creative.
In particular, in the case of a new individual, a novel personality requires a potentially huge number of
such selections contributing to the final constitution. This divine guidance, invisible to science, would
represent the fundamental novelty implied by "creating".49
Would such an intimate and pervasive divine influence support determinism and negate the individual's personality and free will? This would be a misunderstanding. Not even a fully deterministic influence of natural genetic and environmental factors on the individual's constitution and development could
have this effect. The origin of the spiritual dimension (God's image) introduced the possibility of free-will
decisions inherent in a responsible personality and a corresponding amount of independence from
psychosomatic factors. This freedom is a foundational characteristic of the love relationship God desires
to establish with humans, so we may confidently assume that he observes this objective in his creative
guidance work. We are ignorant as to how this is done, but there will be an intimate interaction between
God's providential or creative action and the individual human's free-will decisions throughout life,
superimposed on any "natural" factors.
Similar considerations will apply at a higher level for the spiritual lives of the ones called and born
again on the basis of their faith. They are both under the influence of the indwelling Holy Spirit and their
own free-will decisions.
God has plenty of options to providentially and creatively direct (or override if necessary) both natural
events and actions of personal free-will creatures, even without in any way overpowering natural causal
connections or free will.50 This is both hinted at by the testimony of Scripture,51 and allowed for by
creation's quantum indeterminacy. It might provide a plausible solution - although not a scientific one - to
some of the still perplexing mysteries of biological and, in particular, human complexity.
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